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Abstract. Due to its extension, geography and the pres-
ence of several underdeveloped or developing economies,
the Central Asia domain of the Coordinated Regional Cli-
mate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) is one of the
most vulnerable regions on Earth to the effects of climate
changes. Reliable information on potential future changes
with high spatial resolution acquire significant importance
for the development of effective adaptation and mitigation
strategies for the region. In this context, regional climate
models (RCMs) play a fundamental role.
In this paper, the results of a set of sensitivity experi-
ments with the regional climate model COSMO-CLM ver-
sion 5.0, for the Central Asia CORDEX domain, are pre-
sented. Starting from a reference model setup, general model
performance is evaluated for the present day, testing the ef-
fects of singular changes in the model physical configuration
and their mutual interaction with the simulation of monthly
and seasonal values of three variables that are important for
impact studies: near-surface temperature, precipitation and
diurnal temperature range. The final goal of this study is two-
fold: having a general overview of model performance and
its uncertainties for the considered region and determining at
the same time an optimal model configuration.
Results show that the model presents remarkable deficien-
cies over different areas of the domain. The combined change
of the albedo, taking into consideration the ratio of forest
fractions, and the soil conductivity, taking into account the
ratio of liquid water and ice in the soil, allows one to achieve
the best improvements in model performance in terms of cli-
matological means. Importantly, the model seems to be par-
ticularly sensitive to those parameterizations that deal with
soil and surface features, and that could positively affect the
repartition of incoming radiation. The analyses also show
that improvements in model performance are not achievable
for all domain subregions and variables, and they are the re-
sult of a compensation effect in the different cases. The pro-
posed better performing configuration in terms of mean cli-
mate leads to similar positive improvements when consider-
ing different observational data sets and boundary data em-
ployed to force the simulations. On the other hand, due to
the large uncertainties in the variability estimates from ob-
servations, the use of different boundaries and the model in-
ternal variability, it has not been possible to rank the different
simulations according to their representation of the monthly
variability.
This work is the first ever sensitivity study of an RCM
for the CORDEX Central Asia domain and its results are of
fundamental importance for further model development and
for future climate projections over the area.
1 Introduction
Regional climate models (RCMs) are a fundamental tool for
the study of climate change, allowing one to reproduce the
climate system with a high quality of details and to pro-
vide information at a regional scale. Their use for future cli-
mate projections constitutes indeed a vital resource for policy
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makers in decision making facing the threat of future global
warming (Kim et al., 2014).
The Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experi-
ment (CORDEX; Giorgi et al., 2009) is an initiative spon-
sored by the World Climate Research Programme, aiming to
coordinate international regional climate downscaling exper-
iments. CORDEX sets a number of directives, including pre-
defined resolution, regions, output variables and formats, to
facilitate analysis of possible future climate changes (Nikulin
et al., 2012).
Among the different CORDEX regions, Central Asia rep-
resents one of the largest domains, covering parts of Europe,
Africa and almost the entire Asian continent. The domain
extends from eastern Europe to the eastern part of China and
from the northern part of India and the Arabian Peninsula
in the south, to Siberia and the Arctic Ocean (Barents and
Kara seas) in the north. It includes, almost entirely, two of the
most important and populous countries: China and Russia.
The region, despite being mainly characterized by arid and
semi-arid climatic conditions, presents a wide variety of cli-
matic zones, from the desert zones of the Gobi and the Ara-
bian Peninsula, to the cold and dry areas of Siberia and the
wet Northern Indian Monsoon region (Ozturk et al., 2017).
Therefore, it offers the unique opportunity to test the model
sensitivity to different climatic conditions at once.
Beside its importance from a modeling perspective, the ex-
tension, geography and the presence of several underdevel-
oped or developing economies makes the CORDEX Central
Asia domain one of the most vulnerable regions on Earth to
the effects of climate changes. Even small changes in cli-
mate conditions could dramatically affect ecosystems, agri-
cultural crops, water resources, human health and livelihood
of the region (Siegfried et al., 2012; Lioubimtseva et al.,
2005; Lioubimtseva and Henebry, 2009; Liu et al., 2013;
Yong-Jian et al., 2013; Zhen-Feng et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2017; Chuluunkhuyag, 2008; Diniega, 2012; Macias-Fauria
et al., 2012). In this context, reliable information on potential
future changes with high spatial resolution acquire signifi-
cant importance for the development of effective adaptation
and mitigation strategies.
The recognized prerequisite that every climate model has
to satisfy in order to provide reliable future climate projec-
tions is the ability of realistically simulating present-day cli-
mate (Kim et al., 2014; Nature-Editorial-Board, 2010; Kim
and Lee, 2003). Assessing the ability of a climate model to
simulate the current climate is defined as model evaluation
(Airey and Hulme, 1995). Model evaluation consists of an as-
sessment of model quality and deficiencies originating from
different modeling assumptions, conducted through the com-
parison of model outputs and observations (Kim et al., 2014;
Kim and Lee, 2003; Flato et al., 2013; Lenderink, 2010;
Overpeck et al., 2011; Bellprat et al., 2012a, b). Evaluation
experiments normally consist of a set of present-day simula-
tions conducted in a perfect boundary setting, i.e., using re-
analysis products as lateral boundary forcings. This “modus
operandi” allows for the separation of possible model biases
from biases due to erroneous large-scale forcings, thus high-
lighting specific model deficiencies (Kotlarski et al., 2014).
These may be related to the model formulation and to choices
in model configuration (Awan et al., 2011; Bellprat et al.,
2012a, b; de Elía et al., 2008; Evans et al., 2012). In the
second case, it should be possible to improve model perfor-
mance by testing different model configuration setups and
choosing the one that better agrees with observations. This
approach might be conceived as an optimization step. Nev-
ertheless, it is important to emphasize the fact that a specific
model configuration could produce better results by simply
compensating for some deficiencies in the model formula-
tion (Hourdin et al., 2017).
In climate models, the complexity and small spatial scales
of the physical processes involved requires the so-called pa-
rameterization of many of these processes: this basically con-
sists of summarizing physical phenomena and their interac-
tion across different spatial and temporal scales (Fernández
et al., 2007; Rummukainen, 2010; McFarlane, 2011; Hourdin
et al., 2017), which is associated with substantial uncertain-
ties. The same processes may be described through different
parameterizations, with a different degree of complexity and
infinitive parameter values. Consequently, the outcomes of a
climate model might largely differ, depending on the param-
eterizations used and the selected parameters inputs. Addi-
tionally, the use of different forcings data sets, for example
for greenhouse gases, aerosols or land cover changes, might
have a significant effect on the results. Further, other details
that need to be considered when configuring a climate model
simulation for a defined domain are the configuration and
spatial resolution of the model grid (both horizontally and
vertically) and the coupling with different models representa-
tive of other components of the climate system. For regional
climate models, all these aspects are domain dependent (Ja-
cob et al., 2007, 2012; Rockel et al., 2008). This means that
a regional climate modeler should always evaluate different
model configurations, isolating the one that leads to a bet-
ter agreement with observations, for each investigated region
and employed model. In doing so, several sources of uncer-
tainties should be taken into consideration: the fact that per-
formance of the RCM for a specific region might vary ac-
cording to the boundary conditions, the model internal vari-
ability and observational data sets should be acknowledged
when evaluating model performance.
RCMs evaluation and configuration have been the subject
of a large number of studies, for different regions, such as
in Kotlarski et al. (2014), Umakanth and Kesarkar (2018),
Borge et al. (2008), García-Díez et al. (2013), Crétat et al.
(2012), Rajeevan et al. (2010), Diro et al. (2012), Giorgi
et al. (2012), Reboita et al. (2014), Li et al. (2018) and
Huang et al. (2015). For the RCM considered in this study,
the COSMO-CLM (Rockel et al., 2008), Europe has received
greater attention. Bellprat et al. (2012b) applied a quadratic
metamodel on a subsample of model parameters in order to
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objectively tune the model for the region. Their method is
considered the reference for COSMO-CLM for determining
optimal parameters values and has been further developed
and applied to the Mediterranean region by Avgoustoglou
et al. (2017) and for higher resolution for the Alpine region
by Voudouri et al. (2018). Bellprat et al. (2016) additionally
used the same method for the European and the North Amer-
ican domain, finding quite similar values of optimal model
parameters for the two regions. Using a more subjective ap-
proach, Montesarchio et al. (2012) conducted a set of sen-
sitivity studies in order to determine the best model setup
for the simulation of near-surface temperature and precipi-
tation over northern and central Italy, at a spatial resolution
of ∼ 8 km. Despite several important findings, they were not
able to determine an optimal model configuration with re-
spect to these variables. The alpine region was the subject
of a study with COSMO-CLM by Suklitsch et al. (2008),
where they found that changes in model resolution has a
greater impact on model simulation than modifying dynami-
cal and numerical schemes. Bachner et al. (2008) conducted
a similar work for Germany, focusing on model performance
for summer precipitation, concluding that the model uncer-
tainty due to the modified physical parameterizations is con-
siderable and highlighting the need for conducting evaluation
and sensitivity studies prior to the application of a model for
climate change projections. Studies investigating COSMO-
CLM sensitivity for regions outside of Europe are more rare.
Lange et al. (2015) tested model performance regarding dif-
ferent convection and non-precipitating subgrid-scale clouds
parameterizations for South America. Through this work
they managed to reduce long-standing model biases in pre-
cipitation for the region, by using the Integrated Forecasting
System (IFS, Bechtold et al., 2008) of the European Cen-
tre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) convec-
tion scheme and statistical schemes for subgrid-scale clouds.
Bucchignani et al. (2016) compared the performance of 26
different model configurations for the Middle East–North
Africa (MENA) CORDEX domain. They found that the
model is particularly sensitive to changes in physical and
tuning parameters for the region. In particular, they obtained
best model performance with the representation of the albedo
based on Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS, Lawrence and Chase, 2007) data, and a parameter-
ization of aerosol based on the NASA-GISS Aerosol Optical
Depth distributions (Tegen et al., 1997). Finally, Bucchignani
et al. (2012) evaluated several configurations for northwest-
ern China at a spatial resolution of approximately ∼ 8 km,
even though they did not propose an optimal configuration
for the region.
So far, neither an evaluation nor a sensitivity study on the
impact of different configurations of an RCM have been doc-
umented for the CORDEX Central Asia domain. Such anal-
yses are required to guide further model development and
applications for the region: if we want to produce future cli-
mate projections for the region, we need to investigate model
performance and deficiencies for the area and propose opti-
mal model configurations.
In the light of the upcoming phase of the CORDEX initia-
tive, denominated CORDEX – Coordinated Output for Re-
gional Evaluations (CORE; Gutowski Jr. et al., 2016), in this
paper the results of a set of sensitivity experiments with the
regional climate model COSMO-CLM version 5.0, for the
Central Asia CORDEX domain, are presented. From this per-
spective, this work represents the first step for the produc-
tion of climate projections for the Central Asia domain using
COSMO-CLM, evaluating general model performance, iso-
lating the effects of different uncertainty sources on model
results and determining an optimal model configuration for a
region for which almost no reference exists. Starting from a
reference model setup, general model performance is evalu-
ated, testing the effects of a set of singular physical options
and their mutual interaction, as well as two different forcing
data sets on the simulation of monthly and seasonal values of
three variables that are important for impact studies. These
are near-surface temperature (T2M), precipitation (PRE) and
diurnal temperature range (DTR), the third representing the
daily excursion between maximum and minimum tempera-
ture, which is particularly important in terms of human body
adaptability and stress. The final goal of this study is two-
fold: having a general overview of model performance and
its uncertainties for the considered region and determining at
the same time a “best” suitable model configuration.
In Sect. 2 of this paper, the model, the different data sets
and the methods employed in this study are described. Then,
in Sect. 3, the results are presented. Finally, conclusions are
outlined, with a general discussion of model performance
and the proposal of a final optimal model configuration for
the area of study.
2 Methods
In this section the research methods are described, includ-
ing details on the model and the different simulation setups,
the observational data sets used for the evaluation of model
results and the employed metrics.
2.1 Model and experiment description
The Consortium for Small-Scale Modeling in Climate Mode
(COSMO-CLM) is a non-hydrostatic regional climate model
developed by the CLM community, an open international
network of scientists. The model version employed in this
study is the COSMO-CLM 5.0_clm9. Many studies have
been conducted in recent years over different CORDEX re-
gions, using COSMO-CLM (Panitz et al., 2014; Dobler and
Ahrens, 2010; Bucchignani et al., 2016; Smiatek et al., 2016;
Jacob et al., 2014; Kotlarski et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2016).
The simulations presented in this study are performed
with a spatial resolution of 0.22◦, as specified in the new
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Figure 1. Orography map of the Central Asia simulation domain at
a spatial resolution of 0.22◦. Terrain height information is derived
from the Global Land One-kilometer Base Elevation (GLOBE;
GLOBE Task Team and others, 1999) data set.
CORDEX-CORE directives (Gutowski Jr. et al., 2016), on
a rotated geographical grid. The initial simulation domain
extends from ∼ 3 to ∼ 145◦ longitude and from ∼ 16 to
∼ 73◦ latitude. The domain includes a model relaxation zone
of ∼ 250 km on each domain side, used to “relax” the model
variables towards the driving data (Køltzow, 2012; Davies,
1976). Results of the simulation for this area are excluded
from the analysis, with the final domain extent shown in
Fig. 1. If not otherwise specified, all the simulations are run
over a 15-year period from 1991 to 2005, with the first 5
years excluded from the analysis and considered as spinup
time.
In a set of sensitivity experiments labeled from a to q in the
first section of Table 1, the effects on model performance of
different changes in the model configuration are tested, first
individually and then combining them with each other. The
setup of experiment a is the reference from which the other
experiments are configured, by implementing the modifica-
tions specified in the table. The model configuration used for
the reference simulation is the same used for the CORDEX
East Asia domain for the COSMO-CLM model version 5.0.
This was considered as a good reference for the purposes of
this study since the two regions share a large part of their
domains. A general description of the setup of the reference
simulation is provided in Table 2.
All the performed simulations are driven by the NCEP
version 2 reanalysis data (Kanamitsu et al., 2002), provided
as boundary and initial conditions. The boundaries have
a temporal resolution of 6 h and a spectral resolution of
T62 (∼ 1.89◦). NCEP2 data have been selected as bound-
ary data, instead of commonly employed ERA-Interim re-
analyses (Dee et al., 2011), since their resolution is closer to
the resolution of the three global circulation models (GCMs)
that are used for CORDEX-CORE simulations in the CLM
community: MPI-ESM (Giorgetta et al., 2013), HadGEM
(The HadGEM2 Development Team, 2011) and NorESM
(Bentsen et al., 2013; Iversen et al., 2013), with a spatial
resolution of, respectively, ∼ 210× 210, ∼ 210× 140 and
∼ 270×210 km. Thus, using NCEP2 as drivers allows one to
reproduce a resolution jump more similar to the one present
when using the considered GCMs.
Acknowledging the fact that ERA-Interim reanalysis data,
which have a spectral resolution of T255 (∼ 0.7◦), are nor-
mally employed for the evaluation of RCMs, two additional
simulations are performed, driven by ERA-Interim (second
section of Table 1). This allows one to estimate the effects of
the two different driving data on the simulations results and
to support possible conclusions on an optimal setup, verify-
ing how significantly the results differ in the two cases.
In order to better discriminate different sources of uncer-
tainties in the model simulations, a run covering the period
1991–2005 is also performed (third section of Table 1), using
a time step of 120 s, instead of that of the reference simula-
tion of 150 s.
Two 25-year simulations, covering the period 1991–2015,
are performed for testing different configurations that could
help in reducing model biases over areas characterized by
the presence of permafrost in winter. The two simulations,
labeled SOIL and SNOW in the fourth section of Table 1,
are performed increasing in both the number of soil layers
from 10 to 13, together with their total depth from approxi-
mately 15 m to more than 130 m, and, only for SNOW, addi-
tionally using the multi-layer snow model of COSMO-CLM
(Machulskaya, 2015). These simulations cover a longer pe-
riod than the others since a longer spinup time is necessary
in order to account for more and deeper soil layers. Their
results, excluded from the direct comparison with the other
simulations, are discussed in the results and concluding sec-
tions of this paper.
Finally, a set of four simulations are additionally per-
formed for the investigation of the model internal variabil-
ity (last section of Table 1). These simulations have the same
setup as the reference simulation a, but are initialized at four
different dates, shifted by ±1 and ±3 months with respect to
the reference one.
All the proposed simulations are designed with the goal
of better understanding main model limitations for the area
and to which degree they can be reduced by properly config-
uring the model, isolating the effects of different sources of
uncertainties.
2.2 Observations
Gridded observational data sets are used to compare model
results against observational data on a similar scale. These
gridded data sets are obtained through statistical extrapola-
tions of surface observations. In addition to uncertainties re-
lated to the original measurements, these data sets also con-
tain important uncertainties due to the statistical extrapola-
tion procedure (Flaounas et al., 2012; Gómez-Navarro et al.,
2012). For climate model evaluation studies, these uncertain-
ties are usually taken into account by using a range of dif-
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Table 1. List of performed experiments and their corresponding configuration.
Experiment Changes in model configuration
a Reference simulation – CORDEX East Asia setup
b a+AEROCOM Aerosol Dataset (Kinne et al., 2005)
c a+Surface albedo determined as a weighted mean of two external fields for dry and saturated soil
d a+Vegetation albedo modified considering forest fraction
e a+Type surface–atmosphere transfer based on prognostic TKE (turbulent kinetic energy) in the surface layer
f a+Cloud representation taking into account subgrid-scale condensation
cloud cover and water content calculated according to a statistical closure
g a+Equal to f but cloud cover and water content calculated according to a relative humidity criterion
h a+Exponential root distribution
i a+Soil heat conductivity taking into account soil moisture/soil ice
j a+Hydraulic lower boundary considering ground water with drainage and diffusion
k a+e+f+g
l a+h+i+j
m a+b+d
n a+d+h+i+j
o a+b+d+e+f+g+i
p a+b+d+e+f+g+h+i+j
q a+d+i
a_ERA-Interim a driven by ERA-Interim
q_ERA-Interim q driven by ERA-Interim
TIMESTEP a+120 s time step
SOIL a+increased soil layers number and depth (25 years)
SNOW a+increased soil layers number and depth + use of multi-layer snow model (25 years)
a2 a+initial date shifted by +1 month
a3 a+initial date shifted by +3 months
a4 a+initial date shifted by −1 month
a5 a+initial date shifted by −3 months
Table 2. General description of model setup of the reference simu-
lation a.
Spatial resolution ∼ 25 km
Time step 150 s
Domain extent 326× 220 points
Convection Tiedke
Time integration Runge–Kutta,
Lateral relaxation layer 250 km
Soil model TERRA-ML SVAT
Aerosol Tegen (Tegen et al., 1997)
Albedo Function of soil type
Rayleigh damping layer (rdheight) ≥ 18 km
Active soil layers 9
Active soil depth 5.74 m
Atmospheric vertical layers 45
ferent data sets (Collins et al., 2013; Gómez-Navarro et al.,
2012; Bellprat et al., 2012a, b; Flaounas et al., 2012; Lange
et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016; Solman et al., 2013).
In this study, the issue of observational uncertainties is
addressed by considering three different data sets for each
of the investigated variables. The data sets include both ob-
servations and reanalysis data. For all three considered vari-
ables, information is retrieved from the CRU TS4.1 observa-
tional data set (Harris and Jones, 2017). Information on T2M
and PRE is also retrieved from the University of Delaware
(UDEL) gridded data set (Willmott, 2000), provided by the
NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD (Physical Science Division), Boul-
der, Colorado, USA. For T2M and DTR, in addition, the
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Appli-
cations, version 2 (MERRA2; Gelaro et al., 2017) is em-
ployed. For precipitation, the third considered data set is
the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre data set (GPCC;
Becker et al., 2011), while the ERA-Interim reanalysis data
set (Dee et al., 2011) is used in addition to MERRA2 and to
CRU for the evaluation of DTR.
All the data sets are retrieved on a grid with the same
spatial resolution of 0.5◦. The ERA-Interim data, that orig-
inally have a horizontal resolution of approximately 80 km,
are interpolated to the same grid resolution. The output of the
simulations is upscaled to the same 0.5◦ grid of the observa-
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tions. For temperature and diurnal temperature range, a bi-
linear remapping method is used for the upscaling, while for
precipitation a conservative remapping method is employed.
Figure 2 shows the spread of the different observational
data sets for each variable, for yearly, winter and summer cli-
matological means over the period 1996–2005. As evident,
large differences emerge among the different data sets, in
particular for regions characterized by complex topography
and lower observational stations density, such as the Tibetan
Plateau and Siberia. The given spread could make it hard
to quantify model biases over certain regions. In the case
of T2M and DTR, the spread is certainly influenced by the
fact that some of the data sets are reanalyses. Nevertheless,
for T2M, differences exceeding 8◦ are present, in particular
in winter, even between the CRU and the UDEL, over re-
gions where the interpolation is highly affected by the low
number of stations (Matsuura and Wilmott, 2012; Bucchig-
nani et al., 2014). For PRE, the spread in the different obser-
vations (expressed in percentage with respect to the GPCC
values) is remarkable in winter over the Tibetan Plateau and
in summer over particularly dry areas. Despite the face that
the differences might likely be influenced by the employed
interpolation methods in each case, the spatial coverage of
observation is still considered their main driver (Dong and
Sun, 2018; Matsuura and Wilmott, 2012; Sun et al., 2018;
Naumann et al., 2014).
2.3 Analysis details and evaluation metrics
In order to rank different model configurations according to
their skills in simulating the three considered variables over
the region, their performance is evaluated with respect to
those of the reference simulation (a, Table 2).
Since in the context of CORDEX simulations the main in-
terest is often in the comparison of the mean climate between
two different periods in time, the primary focus of the pro-
posed analyses is on climatological monthly values of the
considered variables: monthly values of daily means of T2M
and DTR are considered, while for PRE integrated values are
used. In addition, the results are supported by the investiga-
tion of the simulated monthly variability.
In the latter case, since the model is not expected to exactly
match the observed temporal evolution of the investigated
variables point by point (Gleckler et al., 2008; Wilks, 2006),
regional mean anomalies are considered. For each grid point
in the domain, monthly anomalies are first calculated by sub-
tracting the climatological mean from each monthly value.
The variability is then analyzed based on these anomalies av-
eraged over subregions characterized by similar climate con-
ditions.
The decomposition of the domain into a set of subregions
is obtained by means of a k-means clustering (Steinhaus,
1956; Ball and Hall Dj, 1965; MacQueen, 1967; Lloyd, 1982;
Jain, 2010) of quantile-normalized (q-normalized) monthly
climatologies of the investigated variables. K-means is a
clustering technique using the concept of Euclidean distance
from the centroids of a pre-determined group of clusters, for
separating similar data into groups. For the purposes of this
paper, following several tests and the results of other stud-
ies (Mannig et al., 2013), a total number of 11 clusters is
selected. The k-means clustering algorithm is reiterated over
3000 times in order to achieve the presented results, using
q-normalized values of monthly climatologies of T2M and
DTR derived from the CRU data set and PRE values derived
from the GPCC as input. Figure 3 shows the results of the k-
means clustering. The mean climatologies of the considered
regions for the three investigated variables are also reported
in Table 3.
For both the analyses of mean climate and variability, met-
rics adapted from Gleckler et al. (2008) are used. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we provide more details on the employed
metrics.
2.3.1 Climatology
For the evaluation of the climatological means, we employ a
skill score (SS) metrics expressed as
SS=
(
1−
(MAE)exp
(MAE)ref
)
× 100, (1)
where the mean absolute error (MAE) is given by
MAE=
1
W
∑
i=1
∑
j=1
∑
m=1
wijm|simijm− obsijm|, (2)
where sim and obs are the monthly climatological means
of, respectively, the considered simulation and observational
data set. The indices i, j and m vary, respectively, over lon-
gitudes, latitudes and months of a year. W is the sum of the
weights wijm, taking into account the different lengths of the
months and the grid boxes effective area. The SS is calcu-
lated with respect to a reference simulation. Positive values
indicate an improvement of the considered simulation exp
with respect to the reference ref, while negative values indi-
cate worse performance. The analyses of MAE for the mean
seasonal cycle are conducted for the entire domain and single
subregions. Additionally, the same metrics are applied for the
analysis of single seasons for the entire area.
2.3.2 Variability
The analysis of the model performance in simulating the
mean climate is complemented by the investigation of simu-
lated variability.
There is no reason to expect models and observations to
agree on the phasing of internal (unforced) variations. Hence
metrics such as MAE are not appropriate for characterizing
the model performance for interannual variability (Gleckler
et al., 2008). Here, for an overall evaluation of the simulated
variance in the different cases, the ratio of simulated to ob-
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Figure 2. Maps of the spread calculated among different observational data sets, for each considered variable, for the annual (a, d, g),
winter (b, e, h) and summer means (c, f, i). From top to bottom, the values for near-surface temperature (T2M, ◦C), relative precipitation
(PRE, %) and diurnal temperature range (DTR, ◦C, bottom panel) are respectively represented.
Table 3. Subregions resulting from the k-means clustering based on climatological monthly means of near-surface temperature (T2M, CRU),
precipitation (PRE, GPCC) and diurnal temperature range (DTR, CRU) for CORDEX Central Asia. Abbreviations are assigned to the
different regions corresponding to their main climatic characteristics. Together with the names, mean climatic information is provided for
each area. The regions illustrate the wide range of climate zones of the Central Asia domain.
Region max T2M min T2M mean T2M max PRE min PRE mean PRE max DTR min DTR mean DTR
SDT 22.7 0.5 11.8 49.1 10.7 29.5 13.9 8.5 11.4
ARC 12.5 −22.6 −5.5 61.0 22.6 36.0 8.9 4.5 7.0
DSS 18.4 −21.3 −0.3 76.2 4.7 26.4 14.5 11.1 13.0
STE 22.5 −10.1 6.7 31.1 15.2 22.0 13.8 8.5 11.4
CSA 16.8 −33.1 −8.0 55.0 10.1 28.0 15.4 8.2 11.3
WSC 19.3 −5.2 6.7 65.7 30.7 44.4 10.8 5.3 8.3
IMO 22.3 3.3 13.8 152.0 9.8 62.3 11.7 9.0 10.5
SAR 17.8 −17.6 0.0 71.9 26.3 45.3 11.3 6.3 9.1
DCW 21.5 −11.5 6.1 32.9 2.5 12.4 14.5 12.3 13.7
TIB 9.4 −12.5 −1.2 94.4 3.0 35.3 16.4 11.8 14.1
DHS 29.4 9.0 19.9 27.5 3.4 12.7 14.9 11.1 13.3
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Figure 3. Map of the 11 subdomains obtained through k-means
clustering of the q-normalized monthly climatologies of the three
considered variables over the period 1996–2005.
served variance is considered
variance ratio=
σ 2exp
σ 2obs
. (3)
It is important to mention that correctly matching the ob-
served variance does not guarantee correct representation of
the modes of variability associated with this variance.
For taking into account observational uncertainties, all the
proposed analyses are conducted separately for each obser-
vational data set. Changes in model performance for a given
configuration is considered relevant only when consistent
among the different observations.
3 Results
In this section the results of the conducted analyses are
presented, starting from the consideration of climatologi-
cal means and followed by the analyses of simulated-to-
observed variability.
3.1 Mean climate
In order to characterize the general performance of the model
over the region, for the three considered variables, maps of
the yearly, winter and summer mean biases of the reference
model simulation a with respect to the different observational
data sets are first presented.
Figure 4 shows that for T2M, the largest biases are evi-
dent in winter (central panels), with warmer simulated con-
ditions over the northeastern part of the domain, where the
bias in some cases exceeds 15 ◦C. These exaggerated biases
are mainly relative to the UDEL data set and, in general, par-
ticularly large biases are limited to a few points characterized
by complex topography and lower stations density, where the
gridded data sets are less reliable. When the CRU data set is
considered, the values of the bias rarely exceed (are below)
10 ◦C (−10 ◦C), for really few points. Beside these points,
there are still some remarkable biases present but these are
well within the ranges of other CORDEX simulations for
the area (Wang et al., 2013; Bucchignani et al., 2014; Oz-
turk et al., 2012). In summer (Fig. 4, right panels), a positive
bias (ranging from +5 to +10 ◦C) is present over the central
and southwestern part of the domain, in arid and desert areas
such as the Arabian Peninsula and the Taklamakan Desert.
Conversely, a cold bias is present over Siberia in this case,
with values rarely below −5 ◦C. Biases of annual mean val-
ues (Fig. 4, left panels) are smaller than the seasonal ones,
except for the Tibetan Plateau. Here a similar particularly
pronounced cold bias is evident, for all seasons, with respect
to all observational data sets, with values sometimes less than
−10 ◦C. In this case the observations are likely less reliable.
In general, the simulation results are in better agreement with
the MERRA2 data set than with the CRU and the UDEL.
Nevertheless, despite the evinced differences in the magni-
tude of the model biases against different observational data
sets, their spatial patterns are very similar in all the cases.
Concerning PRE (Fig. 5), remarkable biases are present in
the winter and summer as well as in the annual mean for
all the observational data sets. The biases in this case are
expressed as a percentage with respect to the values of the
corresponding observational estimates. In summer (Fig. 5,
right panels), a particularly pronounced negative bias, with
values down to −100 %, is visible over arid regions and the
monsoon area. This is of the same order as the spread of
the observational data sets for the area (Fig. 2). Over the
Tibetan Plateau the bias in summer is positive, with values
greater than 100 %. In winter (Fig. 5, central panels), this
positive bias becomes even larger (but again of the order of
the spread of observations), and extends further over adjacent
regions. Over the central part of the domain, a different be-
havior is evident between winter and summer, while in winter
the model simulates wetter conditions (+20 % to +100 %),
summers are drier (∼−50 %) than in observations. In the an-
nual mean (Fig. 5, left panels), the simulated climate is wetter
over a large part of the eastern domain (with values exceed-
ing +100 %) and drier over desert zones (with rare values
smaller than −80 %). In this case, over the central part of the
domain, winter and summer biases compensate each other.
In all the cases, the simulated DTRs are smaller than the
observed ones over almost the entire domain (Fig. 6). A
positive bias in DTR, rarely exceeding +5 ◦C, is evident
only over isolated parts of the southern domain, in particular
over the southern borders of the Tibetan Plateau. The differ-
ences arising from the comparison with CRU observations
are more pronounced than those with reanalysis data, with
biases lower than −10 ◦C in some cases. The pattern of the
bias is quite similar for all three considered data sets, with
some larger differences in summer. Over the northernmost
part of the domain, characterized by particularly cold con-
ditions (minimum temperature under −30 ◦C in winter, see
Table 3), a strong negative bias is evident only with respect
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Figure 4. Mean bias of annual mean (a, d, g), winter mean (b, e, h) and summer mean (c, f, i) near-surface temperature (T2M, ◦C), of the
reference COSMO-CLM simulation (a) with respect to three observational data sets (from top to bottom: CRU, UDEL and MERRA2), for
the period 1995–2005.
to the CRU in all seasons. The smaller bias over this area
arising from the comparison against reanalysis data is most
likely due to the nature of these data sets, which combine
model predictions and observations.
The additional simulations performed with the same ref-
erence setup but with a different time step (TIMESTEP,
Table 1) and driven by ERA-Interim instead of NCEP2
(a_ERA-Interim, Table 1), lead to very similar biases, for all
variables (see Supplement). This suggests that evinced biases
are likely inherent to the model formulation itself.
3.1.1 SS – seasonal cycle
In this section, the results of the skill score (SS) derived from
the MAE calculated over the mean seasonal cycle and all the
points of the domain are presented.
Figure 7a shows that for T2M, among the experiments for
which single changes are applied to the reference model con-
figuration (left side of the dotted vertical line), those with
changes in the albedo treatment (c+d) lead to a noticeable
improvement of the results (ranging between +4.5 % and
+7 %). Nevertheless, in this case, the largest improvements
(greater than 5 % for all the observational data sets) are ob-
tained for experiment j, in which the type of the hydraulic
lower boundary accounts for ground water with drainage and
diffusion. Combining the configuration changes of different
experiments (right side of Fig. 7) the results for temperature
are considerably improved whenever either one of the setup
changes of experiments d or j are used, with values of SS
larger than 4 % in almost all the cases. Other “combined” ex-
periments do not have an important effect on the results.
For PRE (Fig. 7b), only the results of one experiment,
among those with single changes in the model configura-
tion, are improved compared to the reference: experiment
d (SS=∼+4 %), in which the albedo is modified consid-
ering the forest fraction. The positive effect of this change is
slightly enhanced when used jointly with other configuration
choices (experiments m, n, o, p, q), having indeed an impor-
tant effect on precipitation.
As for PRE, also for DTR (Fig. 7c) only one experi-
ment seems to sensibly improve over the results of the ref-
erence simulation: experiment i (SS ranging between +4 %
and +5 %). In this experiment, the soil heat conductivity
takes into account the ratio of soil moisture to soil ice. For
DTR two experiments, d and j, lead to particularly negative
skills (SS between −4 % and −5 %), which also affect the
combined experiments including their configuration changes.
The unique exception is the combined experiment q in this
case: the negative effects on the simulation of DTR of ex-
periment d seem to be compensated by the positive ones of
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Figure 5. Mean bias of annual (a, d, g), winter (b, e, h) and summer mean (c, f, i) relative precipitation (PRE, %), of the reference COSMO-
CLM simulation a with respect to three observational data sets (from top to bottom: CRU, UDEL and GPCC), for the period 1995–2005.
experiment i, resulting in positive values of SS, varying be-
tween +1 % and +2 %.
In summary, the presented analyses show that the com-
bined representation of surface albedo (taking into account
forest fraction) and soil heat conductivity (accounting for the
ratio between ice and moisture in the soil), as configured in
experiment q, has the best positive effects on the representa-
tion of the mean seasonal cycle of all three considered vari-
ables, among all the tested configurations.
Although some differences in the results of the SS calcu-
lated based on the different observational data sets are evi-
dent, experiment q shows the same positive sign of improve-
ment in all the cases. This is also true when comparing the
results obtained driving the same simulations q and a with
NCEP2 and ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Table 4). This con-
firms the potential of experiment q in improving model per-
formance for the area.
3.1.2 SS – subdomains
The same SS analyses for the mean seasonal cycle are con-
ducted for subregions characterized by similar climate con-
ditions. This allows one to test the model sensitivity for re-
gions where different physical processes might play a dif-
ferent role. The analyses presented in Fig. 8 are conducted,
as in the case of the entire domain, separately for different
observational data sets. Here, for visualization reasons, the
Table 4. Changes of the SS calculated for experiment q with re-
spect to reference simulation a, when both simulations are driven
by ERA-Interim (left) and NCEP2 (right) reanalysis data.
Obs. data set T2M PRE DTR
ERAI NCEP2 ERAI NCEP2 ERAI NCEP2
CRU +7.5 +4.9 +3.5 +3.4 +1.8 +1.1
UDEL +7.3 +5.7 +3.8 +3.5 x x
GPCC x x +4.1 +3.6 x x
MERRA2 +11.1 +7.4 x x +3.1 +2.4
ERAINT x x x x +1.5 +1.4
magnitude of changes in the SS is only reported for a refer-
ence data set for each variable, being the CRU for T2M and
DTR and the GPCC for PRE. At the same time, for each ex-
periment and subregion where the sign of changes in SS is
the same among the different observations, a point is drawn.
Figure 8 basically confirms the results of the SS calcu-
lated for the entire domain. For the experiments with single
changes in the reference model configuration it is possible to
see that for T2M (upper panel), the most relevant SS changes
are obtained for experiment d and j, with improvements ex-
ceeding 30 % over a given region. For PRE (middle panel),
improvements over all the clusters are obtained only for ex-
periment d, and positive SS values are evident only for a
few other experiments for specific subdomains. In this case,
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Figure 6. Mean bias of annual (a, d, g), winter (b, e, h) and summer mean (c, f, i) diurnal temperature range (DTR, ◦C), of the reference
COSMO-CLM simulation a with respect to three observational data sets (from top to bottom: CRU, MERRA2 and ERA-Interim), for the
period 1995–2005.
changes in SS are smaller than for T2M, rarely exceeding
10 %. For DTR, experiment i allows one to improve model
performance by up to 25 % with respect to the reference sim-
ulation, not visible in the other cases, for almost all the sub-
domains.
Among the combined experiments (right side of each
panel of Fig. 8), it is possible to affirm that experiments m
and q present similar performance for T2M and PRE. Con-
versely, only experiment q shows an important improvement
in model performance on more than one subdomain for DTR.
Figure 8 shows that it is almost impossible to achieve an
improvement in model performance for all regions and vari-
ables. Despite experiment q presenting positive SS values
for a large majority of subdomains, some negative values are
also evident for specific subregions. This also happens when
considering different variables. For example, for experiment
d, improvements over the entire domain are evident for T2M
and PRE, while the same setup leads to worse model perfor-
mance in terms of DTR, for almost the entire domain. There-
fore, even though important improvements are obtained in
different cases, it is crucial to highlight the fact that these
might be the product of a compensation effect over different
variables and domain subregions.
3.1.3 SS – single seasons
The same SS analyses are additionally conducted for the
monthly climatologies of each season, over the entire do-
main. Seasonal analyses could help in determining simula-
tions presenting good and coherent performance over more
periods of the year. The results, reported in the Supplement
of this paper, show that the largest changes in the seasonal
values of SS are obtained for summer, for processes related to
the representation of surface and soil properties. On the other
hand, in winter the changes in model performance among
the different experiments are substantially smaller than in the
other seasons. Overall, for single seasons, the most important
and consistent improvements in the simulated climatological
mean of the considered variables with respect to the refer-
ence simulation are obtained for experiment q, confirming
the results obtained for the seasonal cycle.
3.1.4 Effects of soil depth and snow model on mean
winter temperatures
The two simulations (SOIL and SNOW) specifically de-
signed for testing the effects of changes in soil depth and
the use of a multi-layer snow model on the COSMO-CLM
simulation of T2M over areas characterized by the presence
of permafrost and snow in winter do not present significantly
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Figure 7. Skill score (SS) derived from the MAE calculated over the monthly climatological values of the seasonal cycle of different
COSMO-CLM simulations and observational data sets. From top to bottom, the SS for near-surface temperature (T2M), precipitation (PRE)
and diurnal temperature range (DTR) is respectively displayed. The dotted vertical black line divides the simulations with the same configu-
ration of the reference simulation plus a single change in the model setup (left) and those obtained through the combinations of the previous
ones (right). Positive (negative) values indicate better (worse) performance of the considered simulations compared to the reference one.
different results than the reference simulation (Fig. 9). In par-
ticular, they do not allow one to reduce the warm bias in T2M
present for the reference simulation in winter over the west-
ern Siberia part of the domain, with even warmer conditions
simulated by experiment SNOW (Fig. 9, left).
3.2 Variability
In this section, the results of the analysis of simulated vari-
ance is presented, with the goal of complementing the analy-
ses of the mean climate of Sect. 3.1. First, a general overview
of the model skill in simulating observational variability is
described, followed by a discussion of the different uncer-
tainties affecting this metrics.
Figure 10 shows the ratio of variance of the different
COSMO-CLM experiments with respect to that of the obser-
vations. The variances are calculated from monthly anomaly
values of the three considered variables averaged over the
subregions shown in Fig. 3 (see also Sect. 2.3). For visual-
ization reasons, a single observational data set is used for
each of the considered variables in this case: CRU for T2M
and DTR, and GPCC for PRE. The results of the compari-
son against other observational data sets are considered when
discussing different sources of uncertainties in Sect. 3.2.1.
In general, for DTR and T2M, there are no large differ-
ences in the variance ratios of all the experiments, except for
a few subregions. For PRE, conditions are more heteroge-
neous, with relatively large differences among all the simu-
lations. Nevertheless, the most pronounced changes are still
limited to a few clusters.
For T2M, the best results in terms of simulated variance
are obtained: the model is able to reproduce the interannual
variability of the observations particularly well. In particular,
a good agreement between simulated data and observations
is evident for subregions WSC, IMO and ARC. The largest
underestimation of the observed variance of T2M is obtained
for cluster CSA. Therefore, the model is not only unable to
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Figure 8. Skill score (SS) derived from the MAE calculated for each domain subregion over the monthly climatological values of the seasonal
cycle of different COSMO-CLM simulations and observational data sets. From top to bottom, each panel represents the results obtained for
near-surface temperature (T2M) using the CRU, for precipitation (PRE) using the GPCC and for diurnal temperature range (DTR) using the
CRU as observational data sets. Positive (negative) values indicate better (worse) performance of the considered simulations compared to
the reference one. The points in correspondence of different clusters and experiments indicate that the change is the SS is the same in sign
among the three observational data sets considered for each variable.
simulate the mean temperatures of particularly cold areas,
as demonstrated in Sect. 3.1, but it also shows a very low
variability for the same variable, over these regions, when
compared to observations. A particularly small value of the
variance ratio is also evident for T2M for the subdomains
DSS, SAR and STE throughout almost all the experiments.
These regions are all characterized by a large range between
minimum and maximum monthly temperatures (see Table 3).
For PRE, in general, the values of the ratio of simulated-
to-observed variance are considerably greater than 1 for al-
most all the experiments and subdomains. Values are closer
to 1 only for the domains WSC and DHS throughout all
the experiments. In the domains CSA, DSS and TIB, vari-
ance ratios are particularly remarkable, reaching a value of
3 for a given experiment. Over these domains, character-
ized by complex topography, the results from Sect. 3.1 have
shown that the model simulates significantly wetter condi-
tions. Hence, for mountainous areas of the domain the model
overestimates both mean values and variability of precipita-
tion.
Values of variance ratios for DTR are smaller than 1 over
almost all the subdomains and simulations. This indicates
that the model, beside underestimating climatological val-
ues of the observed temperature diurnal cycle over the entire
Central Asia domain as demonstrated in Sect. 3.1, also under-
estimates the amplitude of variations in the monthly means.
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Figure 9. Near-surface temperature (T2M, ◦C) winter mean bias
calculated with respect to the reference simulation over the period
2006–2015, for the simulations SNOW (a) and SOIL (b).
3.2.1 Uncertainties in the investigation of simulated
variability
In this section, the influence of uncertainties associated with
the observational data sets, boundary data and internal vari-
ability on the evaluation of simulated variability are quanti-
fied. To investigate the effect of the model internal variabil-
ity, four additional simulations have been conducted using
the setup of the reference simulation, but shifting the initial
date by ±1 and ±3 months.
The left columns of each panel of Fig. 11 show the ab-
solute differences in the variance ratio of experiment a cal-
culated, for each variable, with respect to different observa-
tional data sets. In addition, the right columns of the same
figure show the absolute differences in the variance ratio be-
tween experiment a and the other experiments. The range of
changes in the two cases is comparable for almost all clusters
and variables. In many cases, the changes resulting from the
use of different observations are larger than the differences
between the experiments. In these cases, the observational
uncertainty is thus too large to allow for a classification of
the different experiments in terms of their skill in reproduc-
ing the observed variance. The influence of the observational
data sets on the variance ratios is larger for PRE and DTR
than for T2M.
Despite the fact that variations in the boundary data and
in the simulated internal variability (as quantified in the ad-
ditional experiments with shifted initial dates) do not have
the same strong effect on the simulated variance ratio as the
observational uncertainties, for some regions their values are
still comparable to the differences between the simulations
(not shown).
In conclusion, the fact that different uncertainties are of
the same order of magnitude as the differences between the
simulations prevents a classification of the different experi-
ments with respect to their skill in representing the observed
variability.
4 Discussion and conclusions
The main goal of this work is to evaluate a set of different
configuration setups of the regional climate model COSMO-
CLM over the CORDEX Central Asia domain, and to isolate
different sources of uncertainties, in order to quantify gen-
eral model performance and to provide a basis for possible
improvements of the model simulations for this region. The
results of this study are of fundamental importance in the
light of the next phase of the CORDEX initiative, in particu-
lar considering the vulnerability of the region to the possible
effects of climate change.
Concerning the simulation of the mean climate, the model
shows remarkable deficiencies in simulating the three con-
sidered variables (near-surface temperature, precipitation
and diurnal temperature range) over different areas of Cen-
tral Asia and different seasons. Even though over specific ar-
eas of the domain these biases are hard to be quantitatively
assessed, due to high uncertainties in the considered observa-
tional data sets, their spatial pattern is similar in all the cases.
For temperature, large positive model biases are present
in winter over Siberia, with remarkable values exceeding
+10 ◦C in some cases. There are two likely reasons for these
biases: unsatisfactory representation of snow cover and of
soil permafrost. In fact, both these factors have a significant
impact on heat transport within the soil and heat flux between
soil and atmosphere, with important effects on near-surface
temperatures (Frauenfeld et al., 2004; Lachenbruch and Mar-
shall, 1986; Saito et al., 2007; Klehmet, 2014). Siberian per-
mafrost often exceeds a depth of 100 m, reaching values of
up to 1 km (Yershov, 2004). Therefore, many studies (Alex-
eev et al., 2007; Dankers et al., 2011; Nicolsky et al., 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2008; Saito et al., 2007; Klehmet, 2014)
highlight the importance of an adequate depth of model soil
layers for the proper representation of processes related to
permafrost. At the same time, other studies (Saito et al.,
2007; Waliser et al., 2011; Klehmet, 2014) suggest that a
better representation of the vertical stratification of the snow
pack could have a significant effect on the simulated energy
budget and, consequently, on near-surface temperatures over
the area. Following these hypotheses, two additional, 25-year
simulations have been conducted during this study, with an
increase of the total model soil depth and with the use of a
multi-layer snow model. Results indicate that, for the part
of Siberia included in the domain of study, no significant
changes are evident in the two cases. This further demar-
cates model limitations, pointing to a structural problem in
the model formulation and to the need for new parameteri-
zations for the simulation of processes related to snow cover
and permafrost in COSMO-CLM. Importantly, an additional
cold bias, in some cases lower than−10 ◦C, is present for ev-
ery season over the Tibetan Plateau. Other regional climate
models suffer from a similar bias (Guo et al., 2018; Meng
et al., 2018). Acknowledging the fact that for this area the
observational uncertainty is particularly high, the evinced bi-
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Figure 10. Fraction of variance calculated between the monthly anomalies over the period 1996–2005 derived from the different COSMO-
CLM simulations and a single observational data set, for (top to bottom) near-surface temperature (T2M) using the CRU, precipitation (PRE)
using the GPCC and diurnal temperature range (DTR) using the CRU as observational data sets, for each of the 11 subregions obtained
by k-means clustering. The dotted vertical black line divides the simulations with the same configuration of the reference simulation plus
a single change in the model setup (left) and those obtained through the combinations of the previous ones (right). Values of more (less)
than 1 indicate better (worse) performance of the considered simulations with respect to the reference one, in the representation of observed
variability.
ases could partly be related to a bad representation of the
albedo for highly complex topographies. In fact, a study by
Meng et al. (2018) showed that changes in the albedo over the
region have led to an important improvement of the results
of an RCM. Another possible explanation for this cold bias
might be the parametrization of surface fluxes (Zhuo et al.,
2016). Consequently, further analyses should focus on im-
proving the mode representation of these processes.
For precipitation, particularly wet conditions are simulated
by the COSMO-CLM over the Tibetan Plateau. This bias
seems to be common to several RCMs for areas characterized
by complex topography (Guo et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2015;
Feng and Fu, 2006) and is likely related to an overestima-
tion of orographic precipitation enhancement in the models
(Gerber et al., 2018) and/or to an incorrect simulation of the
planetary boundary layer (Xu et al., 2016). Additionally, in
the COSMO-CLM simulations a significant dry bias occurs
over arid and desert regions, especially in summer. A similar
COSMO-CLM bias has already been seen for other semi-
arid and dry regions of the world, such as the Mediterranean
region. In this case, it was connected with an incorrect simu-
lation of soil–atmosphere interactions by the model (Fischer
et al., 2007; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Russo and Cubasch,
2016), which is likely the case also for Central Asia. For both
the Tibetan Plateau and arid summer areas, it is important to
note that the biases are of the same order of the spread of the
observations.
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Figure 11. Absolute differences in variance ratio. The left column
of each panel shows the absolute differences in the variance ratio of
the same experiment, a, when considering different observational
data sets. The right column of each panel shows the range of abso-
lute differences between the variance ratio of experiment a and that
of the other experiments, from b to q, when using a single observa-
tional data set for each variable. From left to right, the panels respec-
tively present the results of the comparison for near-surface tem-
perature (T2M), precipitation (PRE) and diurnal temperature range
(DTR). The different rows show the results obtained for each of the
clusters.
The model underestimates the climatological mean of
the diurnal cycle of temperatures, for all the seasons and
subregions of the domain. This bias is relatively homoge-
neous over the entire domain of study. Several studies have
shown that RCMs typically underestimate diurnal temper-
ature ranges over different parts of the world (Kyselỳ and
Plavcová, 2012; Mearns et al., 1995; Laprise et al., 2003).
The main factors responsible for these deficiencies seem to
be errors in the simulation of the atmospheric circulation,
cloud cover and heat and moisture fluxes between surface
and atmosphere.
The evinced model limitations for the mean climate do not
seem to differ significantly when considering ERA-Interim
as driving data and a different time step.
In order to test whether it is possible to reduce the deter-
mined model biases, and to which degree, sensitivity exper-
iments have been performed to study the effect of different
changes in the configuration of COSMO-CLM and their mu-
tual interaction. After considering different sources of un-
certainties, the combined change of the albedo, taking into
consideration the ratio of forest fractions, and the soil con-
ductivity, taking into account the ratio of liquid water and ice
in the soil, leads to the best results in simulated climatolog-
ical means of the three considered variables (experiment q).
Importantly, the model seems to be particularly sensitive to
those parameterizations that deal with soil and surface fea-
tures, and that could positively affect the repartition of in-
coming radiation.
An analysis of model performance in simulating climato-
logical means per subregions characterized by similar physi-
cal processes shows that different model configurations may
lead to improvements exceeding 30 % over a given region.
The analysis for subregions is coherent with the SS analyses
conducted over the entire domain, with experiment q present-
ing the best performance over the largest majority of regions,
for all variables, in the two cases. Nevertheless, subregion
analyses show that improvements in model performance are
not homogeneous among all the subregions and variables, but
they are the result of a given compensation effect in the dif-
ferent cases.
The investigation of model performance for the simula-
tion of seasonal climatologies confirms the results obtained
for the seasonal cycle, with experiment q leading to the best
and most consistent results among all the seasons. For all the
analyzed variables, winter is the season for which no substan-
tial improvements in model results can be achieved with the
set of investigated configurations. This suggests that other
factors, playing a crucial role in the simulation of Central
Asia winter climate, are not properly considered in COSMO-
CLM.
The model improvements in the simulation of climatologi-
cal means, with the same optimal configuration, are very sim-
ilar when considering different observational data sets, and
ERA-Interim instead of NCEP2 as drivers.
Finally, the observed variability of temperature is rela-
tively well represented in the model simulations for different
subregions of the domain. For precipitation, the model over-
estimates the variability of observations. On the contrary, the
model underestimates the variability in the diurnal cycle of
temperatures over the entire region. Among the three inves-
tigated variables, only for precipitation are there significant
changes in the simulated variance throughout all conducted
experiments. However, due to the large uncertainties in the
variability estimates from observations, the use of different
boundaries and the model internal variability, it has not been
possible to rank the different simulations according to their
representation of monthly variability.
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The model configuration files of the performed sensitivity
tests can be reviewed at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3516676
(Russo, 2019c).
The data derived from the model outputs and on which
all the presented analyses are based, can be downloaded at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3516708 (Russo, 2019d).
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